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Abstract—Real models of electrical transmission grids are
difficult to obtain. The process of generating such models from
unstructured and incomplete data is tedious, and the resulting
models are rarely updated. This paper proposes a novel approach
for automatically extracting power-relevant data from the public
and unstructured crowdsourced OpenStreetMap (OSM) and
for generating topology and simulation-ready models of real
transmission grids based on the relation between different grid
elements such as power lines and substations. Our approach uses
spatial analysis and minor assumptions to periodically generate
transmission grid models based on the latest OSM data for every
country on the planet. A comparison of our generated power
grid models with official data from 14 countries reveals accuracy
levels between 31%-94%, caused by the varying availability
of OSM data for different countries. Since the crowdsourced
data is continuously improving, the automated and periodical
model generation approach extends the models with new power
circuits as the quantity and the quality of the OSM dataset
increases. We provide a platform to access our generated models
at opengridmap.org. This paper describes our model generation
method, presents our data access platform and evaluates the
accuracy of our topological models for selected countries.

Index Terms—Power grid data, transmission grid, simulation
models, crowdsourcing, smart grid

I. INTRODUCTION

THANKS to the Paris Agreement of 2015 [1], many
countries around the world have committed to a

significant reduction in their CO2 emissions. The development
of a smart grid plays a crucial role in achieving these goals
and several approaches to support the transition to renewable
energy sources are currently being researched. Solutions range
from significant changes in the control and structure of the
current transmission and distribution grids to the introduction
of new devices such as distributed generators, distributed
storage units, and electric vehicles [2], [3]. However, to
accurately assess the technical, financial and social impact
of the proposed solutions, many complex simulation studies
using realistic grid data are required. Currently, simulation
research studies for power grids rely heavily on standardized
test grids, such as the IEEE test feeders [4], the Power
Systems Test Case Archive [5], the CIGRE test feeders [6],
and the PNNL feeders [7]. Although these test cases are often
used and have undoubtedly contributed to the reproducibility,
and thus the comparability, of research results, it is important
to point out that these models often do not take the individual
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properties of power grids, such as geographic features,
utility strategies, and local legislation, into consideration.
The assessment of different smart grid solutions would
benefit from the use of real power grid data, preferably from
the specific region where their implementation is planned.
Moreover, open real power grid models would help with the
transparency, comparability, and reproducibility of studies.
The problem, however, is that the availability of open and
realistic power grid models for such simulations is insufficient.

In this work, we propose a novel approach for generating
real power grid models from crowdsourced data. Our approach
periodically and automatically downloads crowdsourced data
of OpenStreetMap (OSM) and extracts the power-relevant
data and infers relations between the extracted data to create
transmission grid models of the countries. The primary
challenge of this approach lies in the inconsistency and
the low quality of the OSM data for many areas. Since
the availability of data differs significantly from country to
country, the quality of the inferred models can also change
significantly from one area to the other.

Several studies have made use of OSM data to generate
power grid models [8]–[10]. However, most of the previous
approaches rely on structured data, in other words,
these approaches require the OSM relations between
the crowdsourced power elements, such as power lines,
substations, and power generators, to be already manually
defined as OSM power circuit relations. The novelty of
our approach is in inferring these power circuit relations
automatically. Based on the inferred relations and the
available meta-data of the power elements, we automatically
generate a Common Information Models (CIM) [11] of the
grid and subsequently produce simulation models to support
power flow simulations. Depending on the availability of
crowdsourced power data in OSM, we offer models for
many countries with varying degrees of quality. We make
our inferred models openly available in various formats at
opengridmap.org. In this work, we describe our inference
approach, present our platform to access and improve our
models, and most importantly, evaluate our resulting models
for selected countries by comparing them with the available
official data.

This article complements the existing research in power grid
models as follows:

1) We propose and develop a novel approach for creating

http://opengridmap.org/
http://opengridmap.org/
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power transmission grid models of countries by inferring
OSM-like power circuit relations solely based on the
public and free crowdsourced OSM data.

2) We introduce a novel algorithm for performing spatial
analysis on power-relevant OSM elements to automat-
ically infer relationships between power lines, power
generators, and substations. The results of our evaluation
show the high accuracy of the inferred relations in
comparison to the manually defined OSM relations.
Therefore, liberating OSM volunteers from creating
OSM power relations manually.

3) We introduce a novel approach for converting OSM-like
power relations to CIM models that can be used to create
MATLAB Simulink models when required.

4) We provide a unique and novel workflow for automat-
ically and periodically downloading the whole OSM
dataset of the planet, for inferring and generating trans-
mission grid models of the whole planet and publishing
the model for public use.

5) We provide a platform at opengridmap.org that allows
open and detailed access to inferred models for the
whole planet in different formats.

6) We evaluate the accuracy of the inferred power grid
models of 14 countries compared to the official data of
the selected countries. The results of the evaluation show
the high accuracy of the inferred models; however, the
accuracy significantly varies across countries depending
on the availability of OSM data.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
offers an overview of the related work on different inference
approaches of the topological models of the power grid.
Our approach for automatically generating power grid models
based on crowdsourced OSM data and transferring the models
to CIM and simulation models is explained in Section III. We
present Transnet, our inference engine, and our model access
platform, in Section IV. We evaluate our inference approach by
assessing the quality of inferred topology models for several
studied countries in Section V. Finally, Section VI provides
our concluding remarks and future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Our approach focuses on the use of the OpenStreetMap
(OSM) data to generate power grid models. The OSM project
relies on a community to crowdsource geographical data
and to create a map dataset which is free to use, editable
and licensed under the Open Data Commons Open Database
License (ODbL) [12]. There are over 15 million mapped
power elements in the OSM database1. This significant
amount of openly available data has encouraged research
that focuses on the generation of open real power grid models.

We initially introduced the idea of using OSM data to
generate real power grid models in [13] and since then there
have been several works on the subject. One related project
is SciGRID [10], in which an inferred model of the German
transmission grid is produced using OSM power relations. In

1https://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/keys/power, accessed 2017-11-17

another related work [9], they generate the transmission grid
topology for the German state of Baden-Württemberg using
OSM power relations and governmental data sources. They
also generate a comprehensive simulation model and carry
out several studies. Both previous works demonstrate the
potential of OSM data to generate real power grid models.
However, their reliance on manually defined power relations
severely limits their ability to fully utilize the available OSM
power elements, which for the most part, have not been
organized into power circuit relations.

One of the issues with the OSM dataset is the low
availability of underground grid elements because of
the difficulty of mapping buried elements for the OSM
community. Therefore, the majority of the OSM power-
relevant elements are the overhead or visible devices.
However, in this work, we focus on high voltage transmission
grids with a voltage level higher than 100 kV, which are often
installed above ground. For example, in Germany, 83% of
low and medium voltage cables are buried underground and
about 95% of high voltage cables are installed above ground
[14]. We address the issues with underground power cables,
especially in the distribution level, in another study [15].
There, we offer an approach with the help of crowdsourcing
campaigns and applying graph theory approaches for
generating distribution grid models based on the location of
grid devices, consumer endpoints and road structure of an area.

Recent works have made efforts to automate the creation
of OSM power circuit relations. In [16], a transmission
network in Germany is obtained by extending OSM power
relations. Power ways were extracted from existing OSM
power relations, and missing unmapped ways were inferred
using a heuristic routing algorithm. While an improvement,
this approach is still reliant on previously manually defined
OSM relations. Moreover, the heuristic algorithm removed
many unrecognized ways making the produced model
inaccurate and also ineffective for sparse networks. A
significant improvement is presented in GridKit [17], which
creates a model for the German electrical transmission grid.
Their approach is independent of OSM power relations, and
instead, it makes use of spatial analysis on available OSM
power-relevant objects such as power lines and stations.
The result is a graph of the German transmission grid,
where the vertices present the power stations and the edges
show the power lines. This result, however, is not a correct
model, since the produced edges do not represent the real
geographical course of power lines. Moreover, there was no
evaluation of the accuracy of the inferred model. In fact,
the lack of comprehensive evaluation of the inferred models
is a significant problem that affects all of the previously
mentioned works. Also, a method for improving the quality
of the generated models is missing.

The approach presented in this work builds on our initial
work in [18], on automatic OSM power circuit relation in-
ference, and substantially extends it to provide a complete
solution for creating and improving transmission grid simu-

http://opengridmap.org/
https://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/keys/power
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Apply topological inference approach to
powerrelevant OSM data to create

power relations
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objects

Transfer the CIM objects to MATLAB
Simulink models

Fig. 1: Overview of the power grid models generation ap-
proach.

lation models for any geographical region. We differentiate
ourselves from previous works by using spatial analysis to
define OSM power relations automatically and to generate
geographically accurate power grid models. Also, by using
some assumptions and available OSM metadata, our approach
allows the generation of simulation models for power flow
calculations. Moreover, we provide a platform that continually
downloads the latest OSM dataset (updated every week),
automatically infers the power transmission grid of several
countries and makes them openly available to the broader
community. Furthermore, we flag the issues with data quality
during the inference and provide an option to improve the
crowdsourced data quality. Finally, we propose an approach
to evaluate the accuracy of OSM inferred power grid models
and apply it to evaluate our results for selected countries.

III. AUTOMATIC POWER GRID MODEL GENERATION

Our approach of automatically generating power grid simu-
lation models is divided into three phases, as shown in Fig. 1.
In the first phase, OSM power circuit relations are inferred
from unstructured OSM data. The second phase uses the
resulting OSM power circuit relations to produce CIM descrip-
tion files. In the third and final phase, the previously generated
CIM file is used to define a parametrized MATLAB Simulink
model, such as power flow simulations. In the following, we
describe the different phases and illustrate their result with a
simple example.

A. Inference of OSM Power Circuit Relations

To infer the transmission grids from OSM data, we need
to extract the power-relevant objects and organize them into
the circuits that represent the power grids. The OSM data is
formatted in XML and structured as Relation, Way, and Node
objects. Relations express the relationship between objects,
Ways describe open or closed paths, and Nodes, which are
the smallest structural entities, illustrate geographical positions
containing the longitude and latitude of nodes. All these ob-
jects can carry further descriptive elements, such as key-value

pairs of attribute and tag elements. Power-relevant objects
contain power tags, such as <tag k=’power’ v=’generator’
/>. As an example, Listing. 1 shows the representation of a
power pole in OSM.

Listing 1: OSM node representation for power pole in XML
format
<node id="1988705117" lat="48.4687278" lon="9.2840263">

<tag k="power" v="pole"/>
</node>

The transmission grid for a particular geographical area
consists of several power circuits. A power circuit represents a
single power line with its end nodes. The end nodes could be
any grid devices, such as a power plant or substation. In OSM,
power circuits are represented as a relation, according to the
OSM power routing proposal [19]. As an example, Listing. 2
shows the OSM power circuit relation with the ID of 5581802,
and its corresponding geographical representation is shown
in Fig. 2. We use this power circuit relation for the rest of
the paper to present our examples. The power circuit relation
5581802 is composed of two end nodes, a substation (role =
“substation”) and a power plant (role = “plant” ), and also
several line (role = “line”) elements that represent the power
line that connects the two nodes. This structure is common in
all OSM power circuit relations, and we exploit it to formulate
an algorithm that can automatically infer such relations from
unstructured power-relevant objects.

Listing 2: OSM relation with ID 5581802 in XML format
<osm version="0.6" ... >
<relation id="5581802" ... >

<member type="way" ref="23025610" role="substation"/>
<member type="way" ref="115932301" role="line"/>
<member type="way" ref="234156599" role="line"/>
<member type="way" ref="234156600" role="line"/>
<member type="way" ref="11341038" role="plant"/>
<tag k="cables" v="3"/>
<tag k="frequency" v="50"/>
<tag k="operator" v="50Hertz"/>
<tag k="route" v="power"/>
<tag k="type" v="route"/>
<tag k="voltage" v="380000"/>

</relation>
</osm>

Algorithm. 1 is our spatial approach to infer the transmis-
sion grid of a country from power-relevant OSM elements.
The generated transmission grid is a list of inferred power
circuit relations that we create from the power lines and grid
endpoints. The algorithm receives as input the power-relevant
OSM data of the country, which includes the power lines
and the grid endpoints, including the power plants, generators,
and substations. First, the algorithm extracts the transmission
voltage levels of the country by querying the voltage tags
assigned to the power lines. We only consider voltage tags
that are higher than 100 kV and only if there exist at least
thirty different power lines with such a voltage level. Then,
for each voltage level, the algorithm filters the power lines
with equivalent voltage levels, and it also filters all the grid
endpoints that geographically intersect with any filtered lines.
For every endpoint, the algorithm determines the lines which
are intersecting with the endpoint, and the endpoint is the start-
ing point of a new power circuit. For every intersecting line,
the algorithm recursively makes attempts to find other attached
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Fig. 2: OSM relation with ID 5581802 representing a power
circuit of the transmission system.

power lines to the line that leads to another grid endpoint. Once
the other endpoint is found, the new power circuit is complete,
and the algorithm instantiates an OSM power relation object
containing the two endpoints and the connecting power lines
between the endpoints. Finally, the circuit is added to a list
which represents the topology of the power grid. Listing.
3 shows the output of the algorithm’s execution, where the
already existing OSM relation with ID 5581802 is thoroughly
reconstructed and recognized by our algorithm. The extracted
relation contains several metadata which are not presented in
Listing. 3. The metadata includes information on the location
and characteristics of grid elements, such as the longitude and
latitude and the voltage and frequency.

Relation 5581802 is an example of the simplest station-
to-station connection. In reality, relations can have a much
more complex structure. For example, Fig. 3 illustrates a T-
junction connection between three stations: X, Y and Z. The
inference result of this connection is two smaller relations with
members [X, a, b, Y] and [X, a, c, Z]. Furthermore, to prevent
the inclusion of duplicated relations, we utilize a duplication
removal mechanism that ensures each circuit is represented
only once in the final model and the identical circuits are

Station X Station Y

Station Z

c

ba

Fig. 3: Three stations connected by a T-junction.

removed. The inference algorithm applies duplicate removal
to the inferred grid model before returning the model. As
an example, neither the relations with members [Y, b, a, X]
nor [Y, b, c, Z] are included in the final set. The former is
equivalent to [X, a, b, Y] and the latter is already represented
by a combination of [X, a, b, Y] and [X, a, c, Z].

While inferring the power circuits, we make use of a
loop prevention mechanism. The loop prevention mechanism
keeps a record of already covered endpoints and power lines.
Whenever the inference algorithm traverses a station or power
lines that are already covered, it drops the current relation
inference and restarts a new relation. This mechanism avoids
the inference of a relation from one endpoint to itself, and
it also prevents the inference of duplicate relations. However,
the loop prevention mechanism ignores the intentional loops
in the grid, installed by the grid operators. During the early
stages of development, we realized that including loops, by
traversing every possible option from one power line to another
line or endpoint, would not significantly improve the quality of
the models, but it would significantly increase the complexity
of the algorithm in terms of computation time and memory.
Therefore, in favor of better performance, while operating on
a global scale, we decided not to include loops in the inferred
model.

Finally, we store the inferred topological models of each
country as JSON and CSV files for further computation.

Listing 3: Partial inference output for constructing the existing
OSM relation with ID 5581802
...
Relation 4
Station - ID: 23025610 Type: substation Name: Umspannwerk
Preilack Ref: PRL Voltage: 380000;110000
Line - ID: 234156600 Type: line Voltage: 380000
Line - ID: 234156599 Type: line Voltage: 380000
Station - ID: 11341038 Type: plant Name: Kraftwerk
J nschwalde
...
Found substation-covering relation (Id=5581802;Parts=
[115932301L, 234156599L, 234156600L, 23025610L, 11341038L]
Found substation-covering relation (Id=5581803;Parts=
[234156601L, 11341038L, ... 174126659L, 234156602L]
Most similar relation is 5581802 with 100.0%
...

B. Creation of CIM Models
We transform the extracted power circuit relations into

CIM Models which are defined according to ENTSO-E CIM
Profile 12 for European transmission networks. This profile

2https://www.entsoe.eu/digital/common-information-model/, accessed
2017-11-17

https://www.entsoe.eu/digital/common-information-model/
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Algorithm 1: Inference of OSM power circuit relations

1 InferGrid (GridEndpoints, PowerLines)
input : GridEndpoints: Extracted OSM power

plants and substations of country.
input : PowerLines: Extracted OSM power lines

of country.
output: TopologicalGridModel: Topological model

of the transmission grid of country.
2 gridModel = set()
3 voltageLevels =

extractHighVoltageLevels(PowerLines)
4 foreach voltageLevel ∈ voltageLevels do
5 filteredLines =

filterPowerlinesWithVoltage(PowerLines,
voltageLevel)

6 intersectingEndpoints =
filterIntersectingEndpoints(GridEndpoints,
filteredLines) // List of all
endpoints that geographically
intersects with any line

7 foreach endpoint ∈ intersectingEndpoints do
8 intersectingLines =

filterIntersectingPowerLines(endpoint,
filteredLines)

9 foreach line ∈ intersectingLines do
10 (otherEndpoint, connectingLines) =

recursivelyFindOtherEndpoint(endpoint,
line, filteredLines)

11 if otherEndpoint != NULL AND
isNotLoop(endpoint, connectingLines,
otherEndpoint) then

12 gridModel.add(new Circuit(endpoint,
connectingLines, otherEndpoint))

13 gridModel = removeDuplicateCircuits(gridModel)
14 return gridModel

describes the standard methods and parameters for modeling
power circuits. To accurately convert the circuit relations into
CIM models, we require converting each member of the
relation, such as substations, generators and power lines, to
the equivalent CIM objects according to the ENTSO-E CIM
Profile 1 shown in Table. I. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the
schematic representation of the resulting CIM model for our
example relation with the ID 5581802. In Fig. 4, we convert
the relation’s substation to a CIM Substation which contains
two instances of the PowerTransformer for each voltage level.
Each TransformerWinding also provides a Terminal instance
for connecting to other equipment. Furthermore, Fig. 4 in-
cludes a generator that is modeled as a CIM GeneratingUnit
instance that contains a SynchronousMachine instance that also
provides a Terminal. We convert the relation’s power lines
to ACLineSegment instances that provide Terminal instances
on both sides. To construct a connection between terminals,
we use ConnectivityNode instances. We should note that the
EnergyConsumer object is not part of the OSM relation, but
it is required to generate a valid load flow simulation model.

TABLE I: Used CIM Classes

CIM Object Description
Substation Container for substation equipment
PowerTransformer Transformer in a Substation
TransformerWinding Winding of a PowerTransformer
GeneratingUnit Container for generator equipment
SynchronousMachine Synchr. generator in a GeneratingUnit
EnergyConsumer Load
ACLineSegment Power line
Terminal ConductingEquipment connection point
ConnectivityNode Node, connecting two or more Terminals

Substation

TransformerWinding

TransformerWinding

PowerTransformer

ACLineSegment

SynchronousMachine

GeneratingUnit

EnergyConsumer

Name 
Umspannenwerk 

Preilack 

BaseVoltage 
110 kV 

BaseVoltage 
380 kV 

Length 
10.5 km 

BaseVoltage 
380 kV 

NominalPower 
3000 MW 

Name 
Kraftwerk JW 

CIM Attr. 
Attr. Value 

CIM Object

Terminal
ConnectivityPoint

Fig. 4: CIM model for OSM relation (OSM-ID=5581802).

Although OSM data often contains some of the required
information for generating correct CIM models, such as volt-
age level, the length of the line, and generator capacities, we
cannot extract all mandatory parameters from OSM data. To
compensate for the missing information, we make assumptions
based on expert knowledge and data analysis techniques. For
example, the load level is a parameter that the OSM data
does not contain. Therefore, to estimate the loads attached to
each substation, we segment the area using a Voronoi partition
algorithm with the substations as seeds. Then, we multiply the
average population per substation with the average per-head
power consumption of inhabitants in the area, which results
in an estimation of the attached load to the substation. We
acquire the power consumption data from the World Bank’s
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Global Development Data [20] and the information on the
population from the OpenGeoDB dataset [21] and also the
World Bank’s dataset [22]. The other missing values are the
resistance and reactance of the line, which we estimate based
on the characteristics of the line. We presume the material of
the conductor based on the line’s voltage, e.g. the high voltage
lines are often made of aluminum. Given the presumed type
of the conductor, the length of the line, the number of wires
per conductor, which we acquire from OSM, we calculate a
rough estimate for the resistance and reactance3.

C. Creation of MATLAB Simulation Models

We provide an approach for parsing the CIM models and
transforming the CIM objects to MATLAB Simulink models
based on the model templates of the MATLAB SimPowerSys-
tems library4. These model templates support parametrization
and are available for several power grid components. We can
use the resulting Simulink models for simulation and analysis
studies.

As an example, Fig. 5 shows the resulting Simulink model
of the generated CIM model of the OSM relation with ID
5581802. Our approach transforms the CIM objects with
similar Simulink instances. The model consists of SimPower-
Systems instances of type Three-Phase Source for the power
plant, Distributed Parameters Line for the power line, Three-
Phase Transformer with Two Windings for the substation,
and Three-Phase Series RLC Load for the load. We fill
the instances’ parameters with the corresponding CIM model
attributes, such as power line length and generator capacity.
The Load Flow Bus instances (orange color) represent the
measurement points of load flow simulations. We assume a
balanced three-phase network where all power lines of the
same voltage level have the same impedance. Each estimated
load is attached to its corresponding substation. Furthermore,
as an example, we include the results of a Newton-Raphson
load flow simulation for the generated Simulink model in Fig.
5, where each bus shows the resulting relative voltage and the
corresponding phase angle.

IV. TRANSNET INFERENCE ENGINE

Transnet is an inference engine that we designed and devel-
oped based on the discussed inference approaches. Transnet
automatically generates power transmission grid models for
every country on the planet based on the latest available OSM
data. On a weekly schedule, Transnet downloads the latest
OSM data for every continent from Geofabrik5 and uses the
Java application Osmosis6 to filter the power-relevant OSM
data. Then, the methods described in Section III are applied
to every country to obtain the latest OSM power relations
and models. Transnet offers the possibility for visualizing and
downloading the available power transmission grid data for
any particular voltage level, area or country in several formats.

3https://www.electricalengineeringtoolbox.com/2016/01/
resistance-and-reactance-per-km-of.html, accessed 2017-11-17

4http://de.mathworks.com/products/simpower/, accessed 2017-11-17
5http://download.geofabrik.de/, accessed 2017-11-17
6http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmosis, accessed 2017-11-17
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Fig. 5: Simulink model for the OSM relation with ID 5581802.

Fig. 6: Transnet layer in OpenGridMap.

A MATLAB script is also available for download, which
allows the generation of MATLAB Simulink models from a
downloadable CIM file. Moreover, we provide a contribution
layer, where we display the discovered issues and incoherences
of data integrity during the inference, and a link is provided
to allow the contributors to improve and resolve these issues
directly on OSM. We include a snapshot of the Transnet layer
on OpenGridMap, as shown in Fig. 6.

Transnet consists of a set of Python and MATLAB scripts,

https://www.electricalengineeringtoolbox.com/2016/01/resistance-and-reactance-per-km-of.html
https://www.electricalengineeringtoolbox.com/2016/01/resistance-and-reactance-per-km-of.html
http://de.mathworks.com/products/simpower/
http://download.geofabrik.de/
http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Osmosis
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220 kV

380 kV

Fig. 7: OpenGridMap German transmission topology grid
model.

backed by a PostgreSQL/PostGIS database. The source
code of Transnet is open-sourced and freely available at
github.com/OpenGridMap/transnet.

To adequately demonstrate the capabilities of Transnet, we
briefly discuss the phases required to obtain a Simulink model
for Germany. Fig. 7 shows the topological model of the Ger-
man high voltage transmission grid, which the users download
from Transnet. The CIM models of this topological model and
the MATLAB script required for transforming the CIM models
to Simulink models can also be downloaded from Transnet.
Fig. 9 shows the resulting Simulink model for Germany. As
mentioned in Section III, not all required electrical parameters
for the CIM and Simulink models can be extracted from OSM
data. Therefore, to parameterize our model, we estimate the
loads using Germany’s regional population dataset provided by
OpenGeoDB7 and the average per-head power consumption of
a German citizen [23] on Voronoi partitions of the substations.
Fig. 8 shows the Voronoi partitions for available substations.
Once loads are estimated, the resulting Simulink model is
simulation-ready. By using our platform, the users can follow
a similar procedure to obtain power grid models for any other
countries, which can be transformed into simulation models.

V. EVALUATION

In the following section, we evaluate the performance of our
inference approach and the quality of our generated models.
For our evaluations, we consider 14 countries that have more
than five manually mapped power relations in OSM and
for which official information is openly available about the

7http://opengeodb.giswiki.org/, accessed 2017-11-17

Station
220 kV

380 kV

Fig. 8: Germany’s substations Voronoi partition.

length of the power lines. The selected countries are Denmark,
Egypt, France, Germany, Great Britain, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Poland, Spain, South Africa, Turkey and the
USA. These evaluations are carried out using OSM data from
March 1, 2017.

A. Efficiency of Inference Algorithm

To evaluate the accuracy of our algorithm for automatically
generating OSM relations, we first compare the number of
manually defined power relations in OSM with the number
of inferred relations produced by our algorithm. In a second
step, we quantify the ability of our algorithm for correctly
identifying the manually defined relations. Using Algorithm.
2, we determine the percentage of OSM relations which
are represented through our inferred relations; in other
words, we measure the recall ability of our approach. An
OSM relation is considered to be wholly represented when
every station-to-station connection in the OSM relation is
also present in either one of the inferred relations or a
combination of multiple inferred relations. The evaluation
algorithm requires every OSM relation to have a specific
structure containing a voltage tag and precisely two stations as
members. However, not every manually defined OSM relation
has a valid structure. For this reason, before starting with the
evaluation, we standardize OSM relations by checking the
member voltage tag and member stations. When a voltage
tag is missing, we estimate the voltage based on voltages of
member power lines and member stations. Moreover, when

https://github.com/OpenGridMap/transnet
http://opengeodb.giswiki.org/
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Fig. 9: Germany’s generated Simulink model.

an OSM relation contains more than two member stations,
we split the relation into separate relations with precisely two
stations.

The result of the evaluation of the inference algorithm for
the 14 selected countries is summarized in Table. II. Our
approach generates a significant number of relations compared
to the manually defined relations in the majority of studied
countries excluding Germany. The German transmission grid
is comprehensively modeled in OSM and has been manually
defined into OSM power circuit relations. However, these
comprehensive manually defined relations are not the case for
most other countries. The results indicate that most of the
studied countries lack a sufficient amount of manually defined
relations.

Regarding the recall capability of our approach, as shown
in Table. II, our approach achieves an 86% to 100% recall
of manually defined relations. The main reason that all of the
manually defined relations could not be identified is because
the non-identified relations are incomplete and cannot be used.
For example, the voltage levels cannot be determined, or
they are missing necessary components from their structure.
According to the results, we show that our automated approach
exhibits performance comparable to a manual definition of
power relations. Issues with incomplete and missing data are
flagged and are displayed in the OpenGridMap map under
Contribute Layer for improvement. All in all, these results
reveal that our inference approach is an efficient method to

Algorithm 2: Evaluation of inferred relations against OSM
relations

1 ValidateRelations
(OSMRelations, InferredRelations)

input : OSMRelations: Valid OSM relations of a
country.

input : InferredRelations: Inferred relations of a
country.

output: CoveredOSMRelations: Number of OSM
relations which are covered by inferred
relations.

2 coveredOSMRelations = 0
3 foreach OSMRelation ∈ OSMRelations do
4 stationsInRelation =

getAllStationsInRelation(OSMRelation)
5 numberOfHits = 0
6 foreach inferredRelation ∈ InferredRelations do
7 if inferredRelation.voltage ==

OSMRelation.voltage then
8 transitiveClosure = makeTransitiveClo-

sureOfFirstStation(inferredRelation)
9 foreach stationi ∈ stationsInRelation do

10 foreach stationj ∈ stationsInRelation
do

11 if stationi != stationj AND
(stationi, stationj) is in
transitiveClosure then

12 numberOfHits += 1
13 if numberOfHits == getNumberOfStation-

Pairs(stationsInRelation)
then

14 coveredOSMRelations += 1
15 return coveredOSMRelations

automate the definition of OSM power relations and structure
OSM power data for the generation of comprehensive power
grid models.

B. Accuracy of Topological Models

Evaluating the accuracy of inferred real power grid models
is challenging because usually the ground truth, such as the
official model of the power grid, is not openly available for
comparison. To evaluate the accuracy of our generated models,
we compare the total length of the extracted power lines to the
officially reported power line length. We use this measurement
because the length of a country’s power grid is one of the only
parameters that is consistently reported by the transmission
grid operators in most countries. We develop our measurement
approach and apply it to all 14 studied countries. In our
approach, the total length of an inferred power grid is defined
as the sum of the power lines length of all relations. Hence,
for a set of relations R = {r1, ..., rm}, where each relation
is defined as ri = [stationstart, line1, ..., linel, stationend],
the length of each relation is defined as the sum of the lengths
of each power line segment Length(ri) =

∑l
n=1 linen and
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TABLE II: Evaluation Against OSM Relations

Country Defined Relations Inferred Relations Recall(%)
Egypt 16 131 100
Netherlands 6 66 100
South Africa 18 782 100
Spain 22 558 100
Ireland 279 280 95
Italy 265 501 95
Denmark 243 271 93
France 681 909 92
Great Britain 223 849 91
Turkey 10 817 90
Japan 18 289 89
USA 18 4302 89
Germany 780 679 87
Poland 146 190 86

The recall is the percentage of manually defined OSM relations accurately
identified by our approach

the length of the inferred grid as a whole is the sum of the
lengths of each relation Length(R) =

∑m
n=1 Length(rn).

Table. III shows the results for the 14 studied countries,
where the accuracy of the inferred models is quantified
by dividing the total length of the inferred models by
the officially reported length of the grid for each country.
As shown, the level of accuracy is very different among
countries ranging from 31%-94% accuracy. The inferred
models on the map for the selected countries are shown
in Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. The varying accuracy
among countries is directly correlated with the availability
of OSM power-related data for each country. The advantage
of our approach is that the models are periodically updated
with the latest OSM data. Just in the period of six months
from March to November 2017, the number of ways (not
only power-related ways) in OSM has increased by 9%8.
Therefore, as more data becomes available, the accuracy
of our automatically generated models will improve over time.

While our results show that we do not yet offer an entirely
accurate model of the power grid for the studied countries, but
they confirm that our approach automatically provides models
that can serve as the basis towards the definition of an entirely
accurate model. Most importantly, our approach substantially
reduces the effort required for manually defining an entire
power grid from unstructured data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed and evaluated an approach for
automatically generating transmission grid models from the
crowdsourced and public OpenStreetMap data. We provide
an inference engine, called Transnet, which periodically
downloads the latest OSM data of the planet, extracts the
power-relevant elements and uses spatial analysis to infer
the relationship between the extracted elements to generate
structured transmission grid models. Furthermore, we provide

8https://osmstats.neis-one.org/, accessed 2017-11-17

an approach to transform the generated models to CIM
models as well as MATLAB Simulink simulation models.
To evaluate the quality of the inferred models, we inferred
topological models of transmission grids of 14 countries with
high availability of OSM data, and we evaluated the quality
of the inferred power relations in comparison to the manually
defined OSM power relations. The result of the evaluation
revealed that our algorithm inferred significantly more
relations than given by the number of manually defined OSM
relations. Furthermore, the inference algorithm showed a
recall rate of 86%-100% of manually defined OSM relations.
We also compared the length of the inferred power lines to
the officially reported length of countries’ power grids which
showed accuracy levels of 31%-94% among countries. The
difference in accuracy between countries is caused by the
difference in available OSM power-relevant data, which is the
primary input of our approach. However, since our models
are automatically generated and periodically updated, they are
expected to improve over time as more data is added to OSM.
We encourage everyone to join the OpenGridMap effort and
help collect relevant power grid data to build models for our
planet’s power systems, see opengridmap.org for information
on how to join.

As part of our future work, we plan to offer an approach
to track the alterations of the accuracy of our models over
time as the quality and quantity of OSM data changes.
Furthermore, we expect to improve the robustness of our
inference engine against the OSM power-relevant elements
with missing data through correlation with other data sources.
Moreover, to evaluate the performance and accuracy of our
CIM and Simulink model generation approach, we plan to
verify the accuracy of power flow simulations of the inferred
models against well-established models such as the Polish
2736. To improve the quality of simulation-ready models, we
purpose extending our platform with self-validating features to
ensure that the model is ready for power flow analysis. Once
we established a reasonable validation framework, we aim to
apply our inference algorithm to more complex low voltage
grids. Finally, we want to establish a platform that provides
the user with the possibility for generating simulation models
for the distribution grids.
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(a) Ireland (b) Denmark

(c) South Africa
(d) Great Britain

(e) Italy (f) Spain

Fig. 10: Inferred transmission grids for selected countries.
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(a) Poland (b) France

(c) Japan (d) Netherlands

(e) Egypt

Fig. 11: Inferred transmission grids for selected countries.
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(a) Turkey

(b) USA

Fig. 12: Inferred transmission grids for selected countries.
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